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Abstract. We analyze pulsar fluxes .. 1400 MHz (S( 14(0)) and disJances d laken from the 
Australia National Tclescope Facility (ATNF) Pulsar Catalogue. Under the assumptio n Lhat 
pulsar JX>PUlations in different pans of the Galaxy are similar. we find that either (a) pulsar 
fluxes diminish .".,ilh distance according 10 a non-standard power law (we suggest S( 1400) IX 

l I d. rather than IX IJfi2) or (b) thai lhere are very significant (i,e. order of magnitude) errors 

in the distance estimates quoted in the ATNF Catalogue. The former conclusion (a) supports a 
recent model for pulsar emission lhal has also successfully explained the frequency spectrum 

of the Crab pulsar over 16 orders of magnilUde of frequency, whil st ahemative (b) wo uld 

necessitate a radical rc-evalu8lion of bolh the di spersion method for estima ting pulsar di s tances 

and current ideas aboullhe djslribulion of pulsars within our Galaxy. 

1. Introduction 

In a two recent papers. superluminal (faster than light in vacuo) polarization currents have 

been invoked as the dominant mechanism for the pulsar emissions that are o bservable from 

Eanh [I, 2J. This idea is derived from the work of Bolotovskii , Ginzburg and others, who 

showed both that such superluminal polarization currents do not violate Special Relativity 

(since the oppositely-charged panicles thal make them move sublurninally) and that they form 

a bona-fide source term in Maxwell 's equations [3,4, 5, 6J. Subsequently, the validity of 

these ideas was demonstrated in a variety of laboratory experiments [7, 8, 9, 10, 11J. By 

extending this approach to a superluminal polarization current that follows a circular orbit., 

it was possible to explain quantitalively several observables from the Crab pulsar, including 

the the spacing and widths of the emission bands in the frequency region around 8 GHz, the 
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maximum of the radiation spectrum, and the overall continuum spectrum across 16 orders of 

magnitude in frequency (2). Moreover, a related superluminal model was able to reproduce 

the general form of the Stokes parameters derived from pulsar observations /I). In this 

paper we test a funher prediction for rotating superluminal sources against observational 

data; that there is a component of pulsar emission whose intensity decays with distance d 

as I/d [I2J, rather than the conventional inverse square law (intensity oc I/d') that applies 

to conventional sources. Consequently, it is Ihis component of a pulsar's radiation that is 

bound to dominate observations made from a large distance (e.g. from Earth). By using 

measured fluxes at 1400 MHz (S( 14(0)) and inferred distances of around 1700 pulsars from 

the Australia Telescope National Facility (ATNF) Pulsar Catalogue [13], we show using three 

separate approaches either that the fluxes are more compatible with the I /d dependence than 

with the previously-assumed inverse square law or that the distances quoted in the ATNF 

Catalogue [13J are subject to very significant elTors indeed. 

Tbe proposed component with intensity proponional to I/d results from a general 

propeny of sources that travel faster than their emitted waves; that there is no simple 

relationship between reception time and retarded time [10, 14]. Multiple retarded times, 

or, if the source accelerates, extended periods of retarded time. can contribute to the 

radiation received instantaneously. resulting in what has been termed "temporal focusing", 

i.e. focusing , or concentration of electromagnetic energy, in the time domain [10, II, 12]; 

an analogous effect is well known in acoustics (14)- It is the temporal focusing from the 

parts of the source that approach the observer at the wavespeed and with zero acceleration 

tbatleads to the I/d intensity dependence [12. 14). Note that this mechanism does not violate 
conservation of energy; the enhanced imensity detected in some places is compensated exactly 

by diluted intensities elsewhere [12, 14]. It should also be emphasized thal tbe emission 

discussed in this paper arises from true superluminal motion; electromagnetic disrurbances 

(polarization currents) that travel faster than c [10]. This should not be confused with the 

concept of apparent superluminal motion, an idea has been applied mostly 10 radio sources 

and interpreted as relativistic aberrations in the line-of-sight [15]. 

2 Overview of data used in tbe analysis 

The various statistical analyses given below assume that the populations of pulsars at various 

distances from the Earth are similar; each population will have a representative spread of 

different pulsar types, sizes and energies. 

The data used are taken from the ATN F pulsar catalog [13J, available on the web at 

http://www.alnf.csiro.aujresearch/pulsar/psrcal In the ATNF catalog, the overwhelmingly 

most common determinant of distance is dispersion measure (16, 17, 18], with other methods 

employed only rarely. Fonunately, pulsars bave never been previously assumed to be, nor 

used as , standard candles, so that the number of distances contaminated due to the assumption 

of a conventional inverse square law (I/tf2) , at least for their intensities, is not likely to be 

significant. 

Almost the entire ATN F Catalogue (13) out to a distance of 30 kpc is ploned as 

http://www.alnf.csiro.aujresearch/pulsar/psrcal
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Figure I. (a) The ATNF Pulsar Calalaguc (globular cluslers excluded) plaued as 5(1400) 
versus distance d (poinlc;) out to d = 30 kpc. The line i.s a "blind" straight-line fit to 
I08IO(S(14O)) versus iog1o(d); its grudicnt is -0.55. (b) Cumulative population distribution 
in S( )40) for II distance bins. The mean distance of each bin is given in the inset key. 

10g,,(S(l400» versus log,,(distancc) in Fig. I(a); the only exclusions are pulsars in globular 

clusters. Globular cluster pulsars are omined both because they likely represent a non

standard population compared to pulsars in our Galaxy, and because the method of observation 

employed in their observation is very different [19]. 

In Fig. I(a), the limited sensitivity of the detection equipment used to observe the pulsars 

is immediately obvious; the data set contains very few observations with S( 1400) $ 0.06 mJy. 

Pulsars with fluxes lower than this will not, in general, be detected; as the distance increases, 

an increasing fraction of the weaker pulsars therefore will be absent, biasing the observed 

population towards the pulsars with greater fluxes. 

If a straight-line fit of all of these data is made, the gradient is -0.55 ± 0.05, implying 

d-055that S(l400) oc , where d is the distance of the pulsar from Earth. However, such a fit 
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should be treated with extreme caution for the reasons discussed in the previous paragraph; 

as the distance increases, the populalion sampled will be increasingly biased to the higher

intensity pulsars. Thus, at larger distances, any form of mean S( 1400) will be artificially high 

compared to the true value. 

Pulsars have a wide spread of intrinsic luminosities. known as their luminosity 
function [19], and, as mentioned above, the faint end of this funetion is not detected at 

sufficiently large distances. In the following, we assume that pulsars have an identical 

luminosity function at all distances (generally in the Galactic disk). We then attempt to 

identify various properties of this function for smaller distances and/or larger S(l400) values; 

in such cases, the sample will be more complete. The properties of these parts of the 

luminosity function can then be extrapolated to various distances using the predictions of the 

inverse-square (S (I 400) oc I /cP) and superluminal models (S (I 400) oc I /d) [2] and compared 

with observational data. 

3. Cumulative distribution functions 

3.1. Observed cumulative distribution/unctions 

One of the most commonly-used ways to test 'limited amounts of data for the validity of 

any statistical distribution is to use its cumulative distribution [201. To assess the effect 
of distance on S(l400) cumulative distributions, the pulsar data were first placed into bins 

covering certain distance ranges (e.g. 8.5-10 kpc). The distance bins were chosen so that they 

contained a large enough population for meaningful statistical analysis (if possible, 50 - 150 
pulsars). However, we were also aware of the fact that a significant change in S(l400) may 
be occurring as a function of distance:j:, precluding very wide distance ranges for the bins. 

Fig. I(b) plots the resulting cumulative distributions for II distance bins, with mean distance 

spanning the range 0.36 - 30 kpc. 
The first noticeable aspect of Fig. I(b) is the fact that alII of the cumulative distribution 

functions tend to zero at virtually the same value of S(l400). This is, of course, a 

manifestation of the lower limit of sensitivity of the instruments used to compile the ATNF 

Catalogue; the distribution functions bonom out close to the notional minimum S (1400) '" 
0.06 mJy already alluded to in Section 2. 

By contrast, we would expect the high-S(l400) parts of the distribution functions (i.e. 

where they tend towards I) to be much less affected by the loss of low-intensity pulsars. 

Taking, for example, the 90% points of the distribution functions, one is immediately stTUck 

by the small spread of S(l400) values; for distances 2: 0.77 kpc, the 90% points cover roughly 

a factor ten in S(l400), even though the mean distance varies by a factor somewhat greater 

than 10. This is already an indication that the S( 1400) values are varying more slowly with 

apparent distance than one might expect for the inverse square law. 

Any attempt to infer a rate at which S(l400) drops with increasing distance must 

minimize the effect of the low-intensity pulsars thaI are increasingly missed at larger distances. 

t For example, one might expect S( )40)) oc a 2 if pulsars behave as "conventional" sources. 
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In the following sections. we start with a disUUlce bin tbat is relatively close to Earth . but which 

contains a large enough sample for it to be a reasonable statistical representation of pulsars 

as a whole. The Huxes within this bin are extrapolated to other disUUlces under two separate 

assumptions: S(l400) oc lid and S(l400) ex lid'; mostly this shift will be to large distances. 

After this shift. the pulsars that now fall below the notional detection limit are deleted. 
In effect . as d increases. potentially the most imperfect part of the cumulative distribution 

function for the chosen bin (that part with low S(l400) values) is removed. Once the pulsars 

that would be too dim ·to observe have been omined. the shifted S(l400) values are sorted 

10 give a predicted apparelll distribution function that can be compared with observations. 

To further minimize effects due to the loss of faint pulsars. we compare the predicted and 

measured apparent distribution functions at their 90% points. 

3.2. Comparisons with expectations under the asswnptions S(1400) ex lid and 

S(l400) ex lid' 

In order to assess whether the evolution of the cumulative distribution functions with disUUlce 

represents pulsar Huxes that vary as lid or Ild2• the 3.0 - 4.0 kpc bin was chosen as a 
representative population relatively close to the Earth. From Fig. I(a). it will be seen that 

the pulsars in this distance range are (i) relatively numerous aDd (ii) Ihat the density of 

points at low S(l400) is falling off with d in a manner that suggests that only a relatively 

small fraction of pulsars will be lost below the instrumental cut-off. which we take to be 

S(l400) S 0.06 roly [21] . 
Two notional measures oJ power P (i.e. total emitted energy per second at 1400 MHz) 

were then made for each pulsar in the bin 

P II = d,S(I400), and P" = dfS(l400),. (I) 

Here S( 1400), is the Hux of a particular pulsar labelled by i. and d, is its distance. It will be 

seen that P" assumes that S(l400) is falling off as lid and PZi assumes that it decreases as 

IId'. The resulting powers were then used to predict the S(l400) that would be observed for 

a particular distance bin with mean disUUlce < d > 
P II PZi 

S(l400)" = < d> and S(l400)u = < d >z· (2) 

It will be seen that the predicted S( 1400)" assumes that Hux falls off as lid and that S( 1400)2; 

is based on the inverse-square 'law. The resulting predicted Huxes were then sorted in order 

of increasing Hux. To simulate the loss of weaker pulsars due to the limited sensitivity of the 

observations. all predicted S(I400) S 0.06 mly were removed [21]. The remaining S( 1400)11 

and S.( 1400h, values were then used to form predicted cumulative distribution functions. 

The results are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). It will be seen that although discrepancies 

exist between predicted and actual cumulative distribution functions in both plots, there is a 

mucb c'Ioser correspondence between the data and predicted distribution for S(l400) ex lid 

than for S(l400) ex IId'. This is especially true if one looks attbe high S(l400) end of each 

cumulative distribution function, i.e. the part that will be least affected by undetected faint 

pulsars. The predicted 90% points are spread over a factor - 10 for S( 1400) ex lid, and over 
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Figore 2. Comparison of measured (points) and predicted (curves) cumulative distributions 

in S(l4OO) for various distance bins laken from the entire ATNF database (globular dusters 

excluded) ; the inset key gives the mean distance of each bin. Curves and points for the same 

distance are shown in the snmc colour. In (a), the predicted distributions are based on pulsars 

with distance.~ from 3.0 to 4.0 kpc whose Huxes have been scaled under the assumption that 

S( 1400) '" lId (see Eqs. I and 2). In (b). the predicted distribUlions are again based on pulsars 

with distances from 3 .0 to 4.0 kpc; in this case the Huxes arc scaled under the assumption that 

S ( I400)", lId' (seeEqs.I and 2). 

a factor - 100 for (1400) ex IId'. Tbe former value is much closer to the observed spread of 

90% points discussed in Section 3.1 

Note that qualitatively similar results were obtained if otheJ pulsar distance bins were 

used to predict the cumulative distribution functions; i.e. the spread of distributions predicted 

using tbe assumption S(I400) ex: lid' is always much greater than that of the observational 

data; the spreads predicted using S(l400) ex lid corresponded more closely to the data 

Moreover, these conclusions were little affected by the way in which the truncation at low 

S( 1400) was applied [21]. 
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3.3. Restriction of the tinta sample to eliminate systematic errors 

A possible criticism of the use of the entire ATNF Catalogue [13] is the fact that it represents 

pulsar data from several different instruments. Potentially these may present the following 

difficulties; (i) each may possess a different S(l4DO) calibration; (ii) an insensitive instrument 

may bias the population towards more energetic pulsars; and (iii) due to their position on 

Earth, some instruments may be restricted to pulsars from a particular field of view, potentially 

representing a non-standard population. Hence, it could be argued that the luminosity function 

deduced is a poor representation of the true luminosity function. 

To overcome these objections. we further restricted the sample to those pulsars detected 

using a single instrument, i.e., the Parkes Multi-beam Survey [22]. The Parkes data were 

binned by distance in a similar fashion to the complete ATNF data set (see Section 3.1), 

and the cumulative distribution functions were compared to predicted distributions assuming 

fluxes proportional to lId and IId'. As in thc case of the complete ATNF data set, the 

predicted distributions were truncated at a lower limit S(l4DO) ::; 0.06 mJy [21]. The results 

are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). As in the case of Figs. 2(a) and (b), although discrepancies 

e,ust between predicted and actual cumulative distribution functions in both plots, there is a 

mueh closer correspondence between the data and predicted distribution for S(l4DO) ex lId 

than that for S(l4DO) 0: IId'. This is especially true at the high S(l4DO) parts of the predicted 

distribution functions, where the influence of missing faint pulsars will be smallest; the spread 

in predicted 90% values is an order of magnitude larger than the observed spread if the inverse 

square law (S(l4DO) ex IId') is assumed. 

4. Contour plots of S( 14DO) 

The imperfect match of the predicted and measured cumulative distribution functions 

probably reflects an imperfect knowledge of the luminosity function. As mentioned above, the 

faint end of this function is not detected at sufficiently large distances, biasing any measured 

power law index of intensity versus distance toward smaller (absolute) values. However, if 

we assume (as before) that populations of pulsars have similar luminosity functions at all 

distances (generally in the Galactic disk), one can hope to identify other features of this 

function that are not so badly affected by the loss of undetected fainter pulsars. A possible 

feature to seek is the peak in the luminosity function. 

The most powerful way to achieve this is to contour plot the pulsar occurrence density 

on a log(d) -log(S 14DO) plane. as shown in Fig. 4. This figure was constructed by projecting 

pulsars within a 31 by 31 lattice representing the range of the log of the distance in kpc from 

-0.3 to 1.5, and the log of S 14DO) (in mJy) from -1.6 to + 1.4. Every pulsar within this lattice 

was (prior to scaling the map to pulsars per square decade), represented by a total quantity of 

1.0 with a value of (d, s) (where s ;: S( 14DO). which was divided between the four surrounding 

lattice points, (do, so), (d" so), (d" s,), and (do, s,), where d, = do + 0.06, and s, = So + 0.10, 

using the formula 

(d, - d)(s, - s) 

[(do, so) = [(do, so) + «d, _ do)(s, _ so))' 
 (3) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of measured (points) and predicted (curves) cumulative dislributions 
in S(l400) for various distance bins taken from the Parkes multibe:dm database 1221: the inset 
key gives the mean diSlance of each bin. As an aid to clarity, the predicted distril:X.llions have 

been smoothed: curves and point") for; the same distance arc plotted in the same colour. In 
(a). the predicted distributions are based on pulsars with distances from 3.0 to 4.0 kpc whose 

fluxes have been scaled underlhcassump'ion ,ha' S(14OO) oc I/d(scc Eqs. 1 and 2). In (b). 
the predicted distributions arc again based on pulsars with distances from 3.0 to 4.0 kpc; in 
this case 'he fluxes are scaled under ,he assump'i,,", that S( 14(0) oc ,/d' (see Eqs. 1 and 2). 

etc.. Points outside the range by less Ihan one laUice spacing were also added to the 

corresponding bounding lattice points. The total number of pulsars in this map was 1,015 

out of the total of 1,019 detected by the Parkes Multi-beam survey. In order to render this 

more easily visible on a contour map, the 961 map intensities were then fine interpolated into 

a 121 by 121 grid by: 

3 I 
[(do + 0.Ql5, so) = ;;/(do, so) + ;;/(do + 0.060, so), 	 (4) 

etc.. This interpolation procedure was repeated between the now four times more densely 
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populated horizontal grid lines, to populate thc four times more densely populated vertical 

grid lines. The total sum of the values at the 14,641 points was 16,240, or exactly 16 times 

I,OIS. 

Finally, the map intensities were then multiplied by the original number of pulsars in the 

31 by 31 map, and divided by the integral over the 121 by 121 map to restore the integral of 

the large map to the number of pulsars (I .OIS). Then the map intensities were multiplied by 

14,641 I( 1.8 x 3.0) to convert \bern to pulsars per square decade. The result is shown in Fig. 4. 

Note that, in any such plot. the luminosity function at a given distance is extracted 

by a vertical cut through the contours. and not about any other line of finite slope, even 

those perpendicular to even gently-sloped lines of symmetry. Fig. 4 shows a lower limit 

near 0.03 mly (·1.5) for the mean overall observational sensitivity at 1.400 MHz, similar to 

the notional cut-off we imposed in Section 3.1. The maximum near 4-9 kpc, 0.2-0.S mly, 

(0.6-0.9,-[0.7-0.3]), is bimodal (the features near 4.6 kpc. 0.5 mly [O.66,-0.3J, and 7.9 kpc, 
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0.2S mly [O.9,-0.6J, are depressions). Any line representing the midpoint of the pulsar 

luminosity function , must pass through this extended maximum. Of the two dashed lines. 

with slopes of -I and -2, only the first goes through the center of the extended distribution. 

Any line with slope significantly more negative than -I. will orphan the faint end of the 

luminosity function for distances less than 4 kpc. not to mention poorly adhering to the 

bimodal distri bution across the entire 4-9 kpe range. Part of the faint end of the luminosity 

function may be missing by 7.3 kpc. but its flux midpoint is clearly above the flux dropoff 

level by nearly an order of magnitude in S( 1400). Thus, underthe assumption of a luminosity 

function at 1,400 MHz. which does not change with distance. this map is clearly inconsistent 

with a 1/cf2 Hux decay law, but much more consistent with a lid law. 

Note also that the upper limit of the densly-populated central region of Fig 4 follows a 

straight line with a slope close to -I. This implies that the most intense pulsars. i.e. those 

least likely to be missed by surveys. have S(I400) oc lid. 
As mentioned in Section 3.3. including other surveys (i.e. the entire ATNF Catalogue) 

will tend to invalidate the assumption of constant luminosity function. Ncvertheless, an 

equivalent contour plot made using tbe whole ATNF Catalogue had a very similar overall 

appearance. 

5. 10g(N) - 10g(S) plots 

log N log S plots, where N is a numb« density. are frcquently used to infer the spatial 

distributions of particular classes of astronomical object under the assumption of a known 
relationsbip between S and distance [201 . Equivalently. with a knowledge of tbe spatial 

distribution of pulsars, log N logS curves can be used to infer the dependence of S on distance 

d. 

As a preliminary, we need to know how N varies with distance. Fig. 5(a) plots the 

cumulative number of pulsars versus distance using the Parkes Multibeam sun'ey data. For 

distances below - 10 kpc, the cumulative number increases approximately as the square of 

the distance. This can be understood in terms of the approximately planar structure of the 

Galaxy; this is an assumption to which we will lend additional justification in discussing 

Fig. 6 below. For sueh a spatial distribution, an a.nnulus of mean radius d and width od will 

contain a number n of pulsars approximately proportional to dod. The cumulative number 

of pulsars with distances S d will be the integral of this from 0 to d. leading to Ihe number 

oc cf2 relationship shown in Fig. 5(a). The failure of this proportionality at large distances 

presumably reHects both the loss of significant num bers of weaker pulsars (as they fall below 

detection limits- Fig. I(a» and the edge of the Galaxy. We therefore reslrict Ihe following 

discussion to pulsars with distances d S 10 kpc. 

Two calculations are presented below, the first assuming that S(I400) oc lid and the 

second assuming that S(I400) oc 1/cf2. In each we use cumulative numbers of pulsars that 

run from largest S( 1400) to smallest; in this way. the onset of the distribution will be least 

affected by the loss of weaker pulsars due to detection limits. The similarity between tbe 

onsets of predicted and observed curves will be used as the primary indication of a good fit of 

http:O.9,-0.6J
http:O.66,-0.3J
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Figure 5. (a) LoglO(Cumulative number) versus log,o(dislanCe) for 'he 1019 pulsars 
detected by the Parkes Multi-beam survey; points arc data and the line has gradient 2. 
(b) LoglO(Cumula'ive number) ver.;us loglO(5(14OO)) for pulsars from Ihe Parkes Multi-beam 
survey with d .$ 10 kpc (~nts). The curves are predicted log N log S relationships assuming 
5( 14(0) oc lid (Eq. 8. green cuyrve) and 5 (1400) oc lid' (Eq. II. blue curve). 

theory to data. 

5.1. Assume S(I400) oc I/d 

As mentioned above, the number of pulsars n in an annulus width lid of mean distance d will 

be proponional to d, i.e. 

n oc d. (5) 

We assume S (1400) oc 1/d. so that 

nocl/S, (6) 
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where we make the abbreviation S (1400) ;: S. The cumulative number of pulsars with S ~ So 

will be given by 

-I 
[N(S ~ So) oc IdS = 10g.(S....,/So). (7) 

So 

where S ... , is a notional maximum pulsar flux. Therefore a cumulative number N versus 
S(l400) (soned in order of decreasing S(l400)) plot ,in logarithmic units will have the 

following form 

10g(N) = log 10g(S mo.,/So) + constant. (8) 

5.2. Assume S(l400) oc I/d'

As before, the number of pulsars n in an annulus of mean distance d will proponional to d. 

We now assume S(I400) oc I/d'-, so that 

n oc 1/ S I. (9) 

The cumulative number of pulsars with S ~ So will be gil'en by 

[ 
-N(S~So)oc 

5, 

I '!-tdS=2(S~,-So).
S 

(10) 

Therefore a cumulative number N versus S( 1400) (soned in order of decreasing S( 1400» plot 

in logarithmic units will have the following form 

log(N) = 10g(SL, - S h+ constant. (II) 

5.3. Comparison with data 

Eqs. 8 and II are fitted to observational data corresponding to 1016 of the 1019 pulsars in 

the Parkes Multibearn Survey [22] in Fig. 5; the three pulsars lying outside the ploued area 

have wildly non-standard S (1400) compared to the rest of the population. As noted above, 
the cumulative number N runs from highest S(l400) to lowest. to minimize the impact of 

undetected weak pulsars. It appears that whilst neither function is in perfect agreement with 
the data. Eq. 8 clearly gives a much better fit. 

The prediction that assumes S(l400) oc I/d'- (Eq. II) dramatically overshoots the data 

in the regiun of high S(l400). i.e. the region in which one is most confident that virtually 

all pulsars have been captured by the survey. At S (1400) '" I mJy (i.e . a factor - 16 - 30 
higher than the low-intensity cut-off of the instrumentation- see Fig. I(a». Eq. II crosses 

the observational data and then dramatically underestimates log,o N. By contrast, Eq. 8 has a 

functional form that is similar to that of the observational data. At low S( 1400), the prediction 

of Eq. 8 overshoots the observations; this is likely to be due to problems detecting pulsars with 

small fluxes (see the discussion of Fig. I). 

In summary, the 10g(N) - 10g(S) plots are in much bener agreement with the 

proponionality S(l400) oc I/d than with the inverse square law. 
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Figure 6. The 1019 pulsars detected by the Parkes Muhi ·beam SUrJey projected onto Ihe 
Galactic plane. The first 8 integral kp:: radii from the Earth are drawn. The colour mapping 
(see inset key) shows vcnical djSianCCS abo"e and below Ihe gaJactic plane, 

6. Planar pulsar distribution 

The conclusions of Section 5 could be invalidated by wild fluctuations in pulsar density with 

Galactic longitude over distance. To rule out this possibility, Fig. 6 shows the distribution of 

the Parkes Multi-beam survey pulsars [22] on the Galactic plane. A gap exists in the coverage 

between Galactic longitudes 45" and 200" because of the 26.50 northern declination limit of 

the Parkes 64-m telescope. However, the limits in azimuth are essentially constant to distances 

beyond 10 kpc. 

The number of pulsars per 0.5 kpc in radius, t04.5 kpc, where the mean S'400 is > I mJy. 

is 2. 8 , 20, 26, 28, 37, 48, 55, and 70. This is equivalent to a slope of 8 pulsars added per 

0.5 kpc to the total for the previous 0.5 kpc, with a correlation coefficient of 0.99. Thus the 

pulsar density does appear to be effectively planar. as originally assumed in Eq. 5. 

Pulsar flux versus distance 

7. Concluding remarks 

Working with data from the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue [13] and the large subset corresponding 
to the Parkes Multi-beam Survey [22] we have performed three separate analyses to determine 

how the obs(rved 1400 MHz .flux, S(I400). of pulsars falls ofr with increasing inferred 

distance d. Pulsars with distances of up to 30 kpc were studied. The methods, which asswne 

that the populations of pulsars are relatively homogeneous throughout the Galaxy. are 

(i) comparison 	of predicted and measured cumulative distribution functions in S(I400), 

focusing on the distance dependence of the high-S( 1400) portion of the distributions; 

(ii) tracking features well above the 10w-S(l400) cut-off in a contour plot of nwnber of 

pulsars versus S(l400) and distance; 

(iii) the use of 10g(N) -	 10g(S) relationships, concentrating on the high-S( 1400) onset of the 

predicted and observed data. 

Each method was chosen to minimize the impact of the loss of low-.flux pulsars witb 

increasing distance caused by the d(tection limits of the instruments used to compile the 
surveys. 

We find that each of the three methods independently sugg(sts that the 1400 MHz 

.flux falls off as l i d . rather than the conventionally-assumed IltP. There are two possible 

conclusions; either the distance estimates in the ATNF and Parkes databases 'fI3, 22] are 
radically (and consistently) incorrect by factors of order 10. or pulsars do. in fact. have a flux 

that falls off as lid. The first conclusion would call into question the Widely-used dispersion 
method [16. 17. 18] for estimating the distances of radio sources. and also be at variance 
with the presently-accepted distribution of matter within the Galactic plane [22J. We regard a 

discussion of this (unlikely) possibiliry as beyond the scope of the present paper. 

Instead. we suggest that S(l400) for pulsars follows a lid dependence. in agreement 
with the superluminal emission model of pulsars. a model that has also correctly predicted 

tbe emission spectrum of the Crab pulsar 12) and reproduced the Stokes parameters seen in 
pulsar observations [I]. As discussed in Scction I. this unconventional intensity-distance 

dependence is a feature of any source that travels faster than its emitted waves and that 

accelerates [10. 12. 14]; in the case of (rotating) pulsars [2]. the acceleration is centripetal. 
This phenomenon in acoustics is well documented [14]. and laboratory-based experiments 

have demonstrated that it also applics to electromagnetic radiation [10. II]. Note that the lid 

dependence should not be taken to imply violation of conservation of energy; concentration 

of intensity in some places is (xactly offset by dilution elsewhere [12. 14J. 

In summary. we conc.lude that observational data support the prediction that pulsars dim 

with distance d only as lId, rather than the IltP dependence thought to apply to every other 

known source in the Universe. This unusual ,intensity-distance dependence, also known in 

acoustics [14]. is a consequence of the time-focusing unique to a source that both rotates and 

exceeds the speed of its emitted waves [2]. 
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